Isle of Anglesey Coastal Path Route Description
SECTION 6: PENTRAETH – BEAUMARIS
After leaving the lane to onto Traeth Coch bear right through the informal car
parking area. Follow a path along the edge of the vegetated area, heading towards the
mast on the hill at Llanddona in front of you. You’ll join a track, passing entrances to
houses along the shore. Cross a drainage ditch. Carry on and you’ll pass a hut Ger Y
Môr and a lane that comes out onto the shore.
Continue along the shore through an area of reeds and rushes, and up some steps onto
a narrow sea wall. Follow the sea wall for 500 metres, then down some steps over a
small wall and continuing along the shoreline. Bear left slightly towards the sea, cross
a drainage ditch and you will come out onto a track by Glan Halen. Cross the track
and shortly you will join a lane. Turn left and follow the lane right to the end of the
beach past the car park, toilets and café, and just after the house Hen Felin on your
right bear left onto the shore. Go over the little footbridge, and following the shore
bear right up a flight a steps up into a field through a kissing gate.
Bear left around the edge of the field, through a kissing gate, through another field
and over a stile, and then through a wicket gate by Godreddi Mawr. Turn right by the
house and go up the drive, bearing right uphill and at a junction by a large stonefronted house turn left.
Go up the track and through a gateway and then through a gate at the entrance to
Bryn Offa (National Trust). Follow the defined path, and bear right up through the
gorse. Go through another gate out into a field, following the left hand field
boundary. Pass through a further gate and again keep along the left hand field
boundary and you’ll come to the next gate in front of you. After this, you’ll pick up a
track bearing left. On approaching the farmyard of Tan Dinas, pass a building on your
right keep to the right of a large barn head through a field gate. Pass the house and
proceed along the drive. Go past the drive to Penmaen on your left, and just before
Ty Mawr turn left. Keep to the left of the house, and you’ll come to a wicket gate. Go
through the gate and carry straight on keeping the stone wall on your right. Before
you get to the gateway in front of you bear left. You’ll come to a kissing gate, after
which bear left along the hedge towards the gate in front of you. Head through the
kissing gate next to the field gate, join a track, and then almost immediately bear
right uphill. Joining Fargen Wen’s drive bear right uphill, and pass a cattle grid and a
stile. Coming out onto a lane and turn left.
Pass Ysgol Llanfihangel by the pine trees, and at a road junction turn left. Passing
Coed Cywydd on your left proceed down the lane, past the lane to ‘White beach’.
Opposite a cottage turn left up through a kissing gate up Tros y Marian drive.
Shortly you’ll bear right over a stone stile into a field. Carry straight on following the

stone wall on your right up the field to a kissing gate. Cross a track and proceed
towards the houses. At a split in the access road bear left, at another split bear left
again at Bryn Eryn, and at the white gatepost at Gwel yr Ynys bear left again onto a
fenced path. Go through a gate, bear left around a garden, bearing left again through
a gate, down some steps, and turn right down a track. Coming out at a drive turn left.
Go past a white house, through a gate, and coming into a field go straight ahead
following a large hedge on your right hand side. Go through a gate, this time following
the hedge on your left hand side, to come out through a gate to the right of Cerrig
Duon. Turn left and almost immediately right through a kissing gate into a field.
Follow the hedge on your right, through a couple of gates; you’ll join a hedged track
to come out by a house. Turn right; go along the drive past a couple of houses, and at
a junction with a lane turn left. Go along the lane; and at a split in the lane by the sign
for Penmon bear left.
Go past a water pumping station, and at the end of the lane by a cottage go through a
kissing gate behind a large wall. Follow the large deer park wall on your right. Go
through a gateway and continue down the field with the wall still on your right. Go
through another gate, and bear right across a field. Pass through a further gate, and
turn left down the field. Go through a gate onto a road, turn right, and then shortly
left through a gap into a field. Go through another kissing gate into an enclosed track
and follow the defined path down towards Penmon Point. After going down and up a
set of steps, turn left on the brow of a hill down towards the sea. At the cliff turn
right and follow a path to come out at the Point. On joining a tarmac road turn right.
You’ll arrive at Penmon Priory and Dovecote. Carry on along the road for about 1.5km,
and after a right hand bend before some cottages bear left down onto the beach. Go
past a boathouse, over a broken jetty and up a set of steps on you right.

The Lleiniog section of beach is accessible apart from up to 1 hour either side of
high tide, but take care as it is about 2km/1 ¼ miles in length so you will need to
allow at least ½ hour to walk it.
Coming onto a lane by the house Cerrig turn left, past Aberlleiniog car park, and bear
off the road by a lay-by onto a path carrying straight on. Go over a bridge, down some
steps, and onto the beach. Carry straight on along the shingle beach for 1500 metres.
After going past a series of concrete groins turn right just before a stream to join a
path to the road. At the road turn left.
Follow the road, joining the pavement. Pass the turning into Llanfaes; proceed as far
as the gap in the wall on your left. Go through it, and turn right up the steps and
follow the path into the field through the gate. Follow the coast, descending the field
towards Beaumaris. Pass the old swimming pool down on your left, and then pass
through the gates out onto a road. Carry straight on and join the promenade. Just

before the Pier and the Lifeboat station turn right down a pedestrian way to meet
Alma Street. Turn left and follow the road to join the main road through Beaumaris.

